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at the height of the 80s the uk scene was still struggling to gain traction. with the likes of venom and black sabbath seemingly on their way out, the scene's commercial success was limited to a handful of bands like xentrix, judas priest and even the obscure judgement day. the
first four tracks are a back to basics thrashy affair, and with the exception of the excellent, if typically derivative 'i don't like the world' everything is forgettable. 'crimes' is slightly better but 'bolero' is a decent tune but the rest of the album is largely uninspired. it is the second
side of the disc that is where xentrix come into their own and both the title track and 'prologue' are excellent, the latter being another near obligatory cover, this time of the wizard of oz. xentrix also released a live album in 1990, live in europe , which features two songs from

this album and an encore. if the band is ever tempted to perform it live, it would be interesting to see how well they cope with the song. the us version of the record also contains a live cover of the who's who's next (from the album let there be rock), which the band recorded for
their us label roadrunner records. xentrix (dennis gasser, chris astley, paul mackenzie, kristian havard) are easily the most original band to ever sign with roadrunner records, and their debut album, the aptly titled advantage, demonstrates this in the best possible way. the band

were clearly influenced by metallica, but the fact that they decided to go it alone from the start shows a great strength of character. the record is compact, incredibly tight and concise, with chunky thrash sections that still have enough melody and catchy hooks to keep you
listening.
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diperkosa bergilir hit the songwriting was crucial of course, but what xentrix managed to do, and what so many of their peers had for a variety of reasons )often budget-related) failed to do, was to make an
album that could stand next to and justice for all or the new order without sounding cheap or amateurish. key to this was producer john cuniberti, then fresh from recording a pair of bona fide thrash classics,

vio-lences eternal nightmare and forbiddens forbidden evil. what that meant was that from the opening galloping riff of no compromise, shattered existence sounded right. that song is exactly what the
teenage thrasher of 1989 wanted: an angry, catchy justification of metal itself, seemingly addressed to record company executives dont tell me that you think it wont sell/ thats just a fucking lousy lie but

essentially aimed squarely at its audience: dont think what you parents might say/ if its too noisy, fast and loud/ just fuck em all, and do it anyway/ stand up and be proud. a little gauche you might think; but
when set to a memorable tune with fast and heavy guitars and delivered by a singer with a convincing hetfield/chuck billy voice, a kind of alchemy takes place. 5ec8ef588b
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